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Difficult Women on Television Drama (Routledge Advances in Television Studies)Routledge, 2021

	
		Difficult Women on Television Drama analyses select case studies from international TV dramas to examine the unresolved feminist issues they raise or address: equal labor force participation, the demand for sexual pleasure and freedom, opposition to sexual and domestic violence, and the need for intersectional...
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Managing Globally with Information TechnologyIRM Press, 2003
As the world economy becomes more interdependent and competition for business continues to be more globally oriented, it has become necessary to address the issues of IT management from a broader global focus. Information technology is not only the enabler of the global marketplace but also a potential solution base for achieving global...
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The American International Pictures Video GuideMcFarland, 2009
American International released a tide of low-budget, sensationalistic films aimed at the teenage audience, finding its greatest success in the horror genre. This is a comprehensive guide to AIP movies that are or have been available in home viewing formats such as DVD and VHS. A brief history of the company, which produced movies from the 1950s...
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Pour Your Heart Into It: How Starbucks Built a Company One Cup at a TimeHyperion, 1997

	The success of Starbucks Coffee Company is one of the most amazing business stories in decades. What started as a single store on Seattle’s waterfront has grown into a company with over sixteen hundred stores worldwide and a new one opening every single business day. Just as remarkable as this incredible growth is the fact that...
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Connecting with Grieving Clients: Supportive Communications for 14 Common SituationsAmerican Animal Hospital, 2011

	Guiding pet owners through their grief following the loss of a beloved pet is one of the toughest parts of your staff's job. Handled sensitively and compassionately, the situation can strengthen the bond with the client for years to come. The new, second edition of this valuable resource offers specific strategies for dealing with a...
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SDH/SONET Explained in Functional Models: Modeling the Optical Transport NetworkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
SDH/SONET Explained in Functional Models represents a fresh approach to the modeling of transport network technologies. This practical guide and reference text uncovers the description of SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy), SONET (Synchronous Optical Network) and OTN (Optical Transport Network) transport networks and equipment using...
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The Home-Based Business KitSourcebooks, Inc., 2005
Launch a money-making venture from the comfort of your own home.

Starting a home-based business has special challenges. From preparing the right business plan to your first successful sale, The Home-Based Business Kit  gives you the tools you need to succeed and make a profit. Experienced home-based business owners show you how to:
...
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The Enduring Library: Technology, Tradition, and the Quest for BalanceAmerican Library Association, 2003
George Eliot’s Middlemarch, deemed by many the finest English-language novel of the nineteenth century, is rooted in a particular time and place. The time is the late 1820s and early 1830s and the place England—a country going through a profound change. Superstition was giving way to science, quackery to scientific medicine,...
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Encyclopedia of Junk Food and Fast FoodGreenwood Press, 2006
Eating junk food and fast food is a great all-American passion. American kids and grownups love their candy bars, Big Macs and supersized fries, Doritos, Twinkies, and Good Humor ice cream bars. The disastrous health effects from the enormous appetite for these processed fat- and sugar-loaded foods are well publicized now. This was particularly...
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Gravity from the Ground Up: An Introductory Guide to Gravity and General RelativityCambridge University Press, 2003
"...the text is...inviting, with exercises that have real-world application, such as exploring the energy of photons that cause sunburn."   Stuart J. Goldman, Sky & Telescope

"Delightfully throrough yet easy to read."   American Scientist     

       This book provides an accessible introduction to...
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Encyclopedia of Electronic Circuits, Vol. 3McGraw-Hill, 1990

	This book presents a giant collection of the latest, most widely-used electronic circuits - an invaluable reference tool! "The Encyclopedia of Electronic Circuits" is back! Not a revision of the past two volumes, this third edition in the bestselling series offers you hundreds of schematics for the latest electronics circuits from...
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American History Through Literature - 1820-1870Charles Scribner's Sons, 2005
This A-Z, cross-referenced and illustrated title provides a unique overview of the critical period that spans the early national era through the Civil War, and which witnessed the birth of a truly American literature. The set features more than 250 survey entries. Subjects include: political topics (Manifest Destiny, Underground Railroad); ideas in...
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